Abstract—Workload in Database Management System (DBMS) consists of huge amount of data and number of concurrent users who are executing different requests that require some resources. To manage these types of activities, organizations hire different database experts. There is versatility in workload due to the huge data size and different types of requests (workload). These factors contribute to some new challenges in the workload management. These challenges are identification of the workload and decision about the problem queries, identification of resource oriented and contention queries, accurate workload classification, optimal plan selection, prediction and adoption. In DBMS, where workload management and tuning is performed through if-then approach, unforeseen behavior of the workload cannot be handled and sometime leads to unpredictable state. In this research a prediction framework has been proposed called as workload queries performance Predictor. The predictor will predict the performance metrics (workload size, elapsed time, record accessed, record used, disk I/Os, memory required, message count and bytes) for queries in a given workload. We are improving efficiency and reducing search time when projection of query feature vector is performed over performance feature vector. The predictor will take help from the optimizer and store the information in database which saves the information as history for the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The complexity and heterogeneity of computer systems increasing day by day, which leads towards development of autonomic computing (AC) systems. AC system has five stages or levels of autonomy which are Basic, Managed, Predictive, Adaptive and Autonomic [1, 19]. There are number of challenges in autonomic computing that started from first level to last level. These challenges are conceptual, architecture, middleware and applications challenges [2]. There are five components of Autonomic computing systems, which are Negotiation, Execution, Observation, Deliberation and Failure Recovery [3]. The AC benefits are also important in DBMSs. The factors that motivate the incorporation of AC in DBMSs are data volume growth and increase in user’s functionality requirement and shortage of skillful database administrators (DBAs). AC has different characteristics (self-*) [4-6] which are Self-Optimization, Self-Configuration, Self-Healing, Self-Protection Self-Inspection, Self-Organization, Self-Prediction and Self-Adoption. Self-Prediction is a characteristic in which a system has the ability to predict for the future according to available resources and environment. Self-Adoption is a characteristic of autonomic system to adopt the changes dynamically to improve the system performance.

DBMS is the main source of information in any organization. Accurate and timely information leads towards success of the organization. In DBMSs workload consists of batch, incremental data loads, batch reports and complex requests encountered in to the system. These requests may be related with insertion, deletion and updation of data and also demanding the resources which can be memory, Input/output devices or others etc. The type of workload is an important factor in DBMSs, which require serious attention. Workload may be of any type it may be either Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) or Decision Support System (DSS) or Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) [17 - 18]. Resources are allocated by considering the type of the workload. DBA was responsible to manage workload by manually tuning and configuring the workload to improve performance. Now due to the growth in data volume and changing behavior of the workload it is beyond the human capability to manage such workload. In normal routine DBMSs perform their function in a managed way. But sometimes DBMSs become overloaded due to less number of resources for large number of incoming requests or mismanagement of available resources etc. When numbers of requests are greater than the requests that a workload manager can handle then either the next request will be rejected or will be attended when it will become free. The workload manager that cannot deliver it services due to any reason then the DBMS becomes down and losing the interest of user, wasting the time and money.

The systems that monitor all the time and provide accurate predictions about the workload change or resource demand are called self-predicting systems. These systems are dependent on identification of workload that provides the workload information. On the basis of this information, previous history and mathematical models, self-predicting system predict for the future. The system predicts itself about the workload management and tuning is performed through if-then approach, unforeseen behavior of the workload cannot be handled and sometime leads to unpredictable state.
The organization of the paper is as followed, section II provides the literature review in the area of self-prediction with limitations. Section III introduces the proposed methodology for prediction the performance metrics of the given workload. Section IV provides the conclusion of the research with future direction.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Chetan Gupta et al. [7, 8] proposed a predicting model for the query execution time in a warehouse environment. The proposed model uses query execution plan (QEP) and the load on the system to predict the query execution time through machine learning techniques. The approach is validated and can be incorporated into commercial DBMSs. The model predicts on the basis of historical data in binary tree like structure which builds a tree so called as Predictions of Query Runtime (PQR) tree. The node of the binary tree depicts the time ranges and the ranges of child nodes do not overlap and it is subset of the time ranges of parent node. These trees are developed through machine learning approach. These trees build in two steps, which are obtaining a PQR tree and time ranges of incoming query. After constructing the tree, it is being applied and update is made periodically. Finally, the execution time of workload is predicted. There some limitation in the model as it does not consider the different time spans of the day, i.e. at some time workload is low or high in frequency. Further it does not handle sudden changing behavior of the workload.

Dayal et al. [9] evaluated the existing algorithms for long running queries and introduces an approach to manage workload through resource usage prediction of queries. The approach uses Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) which identifies the correlation between query properties and performance attributes on the training data. On the basis of statistical relationship it predicts the performance of incoming queries. Query features are identified through machine learning algorithms and calculate similarities between the pairs of query feature vectors. The identified query features are used by the KCCA model to search its coordinates for mapping on query projection and performance projection. The approach uses K-Nearest neighbor algorithm. The required predicted metrics are achieved through mapping of these metrics with performance projection. The KCCA model adopted by the prediction framework does not predict all queries. The KCCA model does not have the ability to perform continuous retraining.

Ganapathi et al. [10] proposed a framework and developed a system to predict the performance metrics such as elapsed time of query, records used, disk input/output and message bytes for the queries. The proposed model uses statistical machine learning approach. The prediction is performed on customer data and the data generated from some system using machine-learning techniques. The proposed technique provides accurate results and predicts these metrics simultaneously using the information that is available before the query execution. The framework is validated by performing experiments in HP Neoview database and it is found that the predicted elapsed time for most of the queries remain around 20 percent of the actual elapsed time. The framework also provides information about the short and long running queries. The framework is tested for the queries that have 10 minutes execution time for 32-node system. The prediction framework predicts 85% of the total queries accurately (20 percent margin).

Said Elnaffar and Martin [11, 21, 22] have proposed a framework Psychic-Skeptic Prediction Framework (PSP), which is used to predict workload shifts when it is due from decision support (DSS) to other type of workload i.e. OLTP. PSP framework predicts the workload shift through offline and online strategy. The proposed framework works by classifying the workload and handle the workload without any human involvement. The proposed framework consists of three components which are Training Data Model, Psychic (offline) and Skeptic (online). Psychic uses polynomial regression technique on consolidated scenario and builds an offline prediction model. The Skeptic component uses linear model to verify trends of the shifts. The PSP is offline however when it estimates the time interval for expected shifts using historical workload models it works online. During online prediction whenever the workload shift is found, the Skeptic component performs short-term prediction through linear regression method. As compare to other online prediction techniques it has less overhead. This model recommends the best mode for certain environment by differentiating the estimates of best and worst performance. Along with automatic predictability this methodology may be helpful for many other operations such as index rebuilding, statistics updation and reorganization of data. The PSP architecture has self-optimizing and self-healing characteristic making it autonomic. PSP framework is limited to two types of workload shifts i.e. OLTP to DSS and DSS to OLTP shift detection. The framework is also limited to scheduled tasks and does not have ability to manage drastic workload change.

Theresa et al. [12-15] developed a test bed ‘Ursa Minor’ that is used to predict the workload and provide a direction towards the self-managing system. Ursa Minor has two major components Observer and Stardust and are based on what-if model [16]. The research contributes by identifying and handling show-stopper by enhancing existing mathematical models in shared and distributed systems. They replaces the performance counter with end to end tracing which provides right measurements such as per client, per resource demand and request in distributed and shared systems. They developed a test bed URSA MINOR, a cluster based storage system. It was designed in such a manner that it can easily incorporates in existing as well as new system. They have also devised a modeling infrastructure Observer which is expectation based model to perform predictions in common region of operations. Stardust is the other infrastructure they have developed for the shared, distributed systems. It monitors the service center and critical path of requests while ignoring background and maintenance activities. Ursa Minor [12-15] uses object-based storage which exposes more information about the stored data. The Ursa Minor provides scalability using cluster based technique and dynamic adaptive behavior through online choice. The re-encode process of Ursa Minor takes some extra time of system but throughput increases up to 3 times.
There have been developed numbers of tools techniques and models w.r.t prediction. Existing techniques have number of limitations which have not been addressed. These are the research issues that need to be resolved. In DBMSs, we are interested to self-predict the performance of queries for a given workload. Performance of queries depends on different metrics that is the measure of a database activities and performance. The issues that will be addressed in this research will be that before executing the query how we can manage the workload by deciding, should we run the query or delay and when should it run, how much time it has to wait or if it is problematic query we should kill it. What will be the performance of queries after their execution. There is system sizing problem such as how many CPUs or disks are required for the executing the workload with some time constraint and how much network bandwidth will be needed, capacity planning problem is another issue how can we know that should there is need up gradation or down gradation of system.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Workload management plays an important role in database management system as well as in data warehouses. Workload management includes many factors if these are predicted in advance then the performance can be enhanced and best optimal results can be achieved. We have proposed a framework for workload management w.r.t prediction- i.e. Workload Predictor. The predictor framework will predict different performance metric such as CPU time, query execution time, etc. There is a need to make the systems, which have self-predicting behavior that will help to manage the workload dynamically and proactively. By doing this the workload will be executed without any delay with maximum efficiency. The Framework as shown in Fig. 1 will predict query run time under load and simultaneously predict the multiple performance metrics including (CPU time, execution time etc).

Objective of the research is to predict the performance metrics (Workload Size, Elapsed time, records accessed, record used, disk Input/Outputs, memory, message bytes) for queries in a given workload. Fig. 2 represents the processing steps of a query. We will take the query execution plan that is generated by the query optimizer. Steps of the proposed predictor framework methodology are as follows:-

A Performance Features Prediction steps:-

1) Building Training Data Model
   a) Training data (query and performance parameters) will be stored in Case Base Reasoning (CBR) and built by extracting query parameters from QEP and performance parameters after their execution.
   b) Actual or test workload is then executed and performance feature vector prediction is performed.
   c) The training data will be divided into different clusters.

2) When a query is entered, it will be parsed and QEP is generated by the optimizer before query execution as shown in Fig. 2. Query feature parameters will be extracted from each QEP that is generated by the query optimizer. These parameters consist of nested queries, selection predicates, join predicates, sort columns and aggregation columns.

3) By extracting the parameters that affect the performance of query, which are workload size, elapsed time, records accessed, record used, disk Input/Outputs, memory, message bytes. Initially these parameters will be extracted and stored by running different queries.

4) For new workload correlation and projection of the query features and performance feature is performed. After query projection distance will be calculated from the nearest cluster, this approach will minimize the searching time.

5) At the end we will get the predicted performance metrics for a query which enables us for decision making for the workload management, capacity planning and system sizing and other related issues.

The contribution of the research is to study and analyze the existing prediction models for DBMS and Data Warehouse (DWH) workload and their performance. Implementation of Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis Model proposed by Ganapathi et. al. [10] and then enhancing the KCCA model, by improving the performance in the DBMS. We will improve the performance of query by introducing three other parameters (workload size, memory, communication cost) which have impact on performance of the query. Finally we will develop a new workload model based on AI techniques such as CBR and implementing the proposed workload performance prediction framework.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a framework for prediction of the performance metrics of DBMS workload. Our predicted metrics will be helpful for decision making about the execution or suspension of the workload. We can also suspend workload for the time being for the queries which are capturing or demanding more resourcing and we do not have at that time. These metrics will also be helpful for scheduling before execution of the query. Our future work is to develop and deploy the test-bed. We will perform various experiments in the presence of different workloads. We will use the performance metrics used by the previous researchers and then other proposed parameters and their effect on the performance of the query. For projection of query feature vector over performance feature we will use the existing technique with some improvements as well as we will apply some other technique to get best results.
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